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Abstract 

A mobile ad-hoc network is a wireless network that is dynamic in nature. It is infrastructure less in which each node act as a 

router while routing the packet from source to destination. Due to infrastructure less nature of nodes in ad-hoc network, a 

node can directly communicate with another node. Unfortunately due to this feature of ad-hoc network the network is 

vulnerable to different security threats that can be either internal attack or can be external attack. Reactive routing protocol is 

mainly used as proactive protocol because it uses the concept of flooding to request messages to find out the path to the 

destination. In this paper we study the different attacks in MANET then we mainly focus on the black-hole attack. A black-

hole attack can be an external or internal attack which is initiated by falsifying RREQ and RREP messages. . Black-hole is 

an active attack due to which dropping of messages take place. In black-hole attack a malicious node never send a true 

control messages initially. Then it waits for the RREQ messages from the other nodes for which it generate a false RREP 

messages showing that it has the smallest path to the destination. When it receives the data from the source node, instead of 

forwarding that data to destination, it drops the data. In this paper we provide a review of black-hole attack in MANET.  Our 

implementation is based on the one of the famous reactive protocol AODV. Our implementation is based on the MAT-LAB 

with secure vector machine.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to ease in installation and elastic nature of operation, mobile ad-hoc network has become an interesting area 

of research in last few years [1].  Ad-hoc network is also known as Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS) 

Stations. In ad-hoc network different nodes communicate with each directly without any physical connector to 

connect them such as routers. Nodes are free to move from one location to another location, therefore due to 

mobility of nodes it is also known as MANET. Manet is valuable in some situation where wireless and wired 

network are not succeed to connect the nodes due to inaccessibility, overload, damage. Manet has a wide range 

of applications such as Military uses such as connecting soldiers or other military units to each other on the 

battlefield, conferences and research field like sensor technology. 

As compare to other networks such as cellular and wired network, ad-hoc network has the many deficiencies [2] 

that make it more vulnerable to attack. These deficiencies are: 

1. Nodes in the ad-hoc networks have the inadequate battery due to which it is not possible to implement complex 

security solutions. 

2. As the communication medium is wireless, the data transfer is untrustworthy and more easy for the attacker to 

attack them. 

3. Due to mobility of nodes, the topology changes dynamically which makes ad-hoc network to more vulnerable to 

attack. 
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4. There is no central management so it is easy for the nodes to enter and leave the network. That makes easy for 

an malicious node to break the security of the network. 

The network topology of MANET is dynamic in nature because it does not have any centralised node or device 

to which other node or devices are connected. Therefore the mobile nodes in the MANET is also act as both the 

host and the router and by using dynamic nature continuously update their routing tables and deliver messages 

to the destination node[1]. Before delivering data packets to the destination, routing tables are created by the 

nodes by the exchange of routing messages. These routing messages include the request messages, reply 

messages and control messages. 

Figure 1 given below show the ad-hoc network of various nodes. These nodes may be a laptop, home device, 

cell phones etc. The nodes in the ad-hoc networks communicate with each other if they are in their radio range. 

 

Figure 1:  A Wireless Ad-hoc Network [1] 

The routing protocols [3] in ad-hoc network generally fall into three major classes. These are 

1. Proactive protocol  or table driven protocol 

2. Reactive protocol or on-demand driven protocol 

3. Hybrid protocol 

Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) is generally susceptible to security attacks [1] due to its characteristics of 

open medium, dynamic topology, cooperative algorithms, and infrastructure-less lack of centralized monitoring 

and management point, and often scarcity of an obvious line of defence. 

 

2. ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

To connect the source from destination, routing [4] is performed. Through the routing procedure we determine 

an optimal path and deliver the packet from source to destination over this network. These routing protocols 

create the routing tables that consist of updates routing information to the destination. These MANET protocols 

should be designed to work effectively from a small network to large multi-hop network. 

Basically the routing protocols are divided into three categories. These are discussed as: 

1. Proactive protocol: This protocol also known as table-driven protocol. In this routing, mobile nodes periodically 

broadcast their routing information to the adjacent nodes. Each node maintains this information in the form of 

table. The table consist of the record of adjacent and reachable nodes within the hop. As the topology changes 

due to dynamic nature of mobile nodes, each node has to update the table periodically. The most common 

example of proactive protocols is Destination Sequenced Distance     Vector (DSDV) routing protocol and 

Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol. Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP), Global State Routing 

(GSR), Zone Based Hierarchical Link State Routing Protocol (ZHLS) and Clustered Gateway Switch Routing 

Protocol (CGSR). 

 

2. Reactive routing protocol: In reactive protocols [5], route are discovered when they required. Therefore it is also 

known as table-driven protocol. The distribution of routing information is not required. It is not maintaining 
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routing information if there is no communication. If a node wants to send packet to another node then the 

protocol has to searches for the route in on demand. It has to establish the connection in order to transmit and 

receive the packet. It is simply started when nodes desire to transmit data packets. The most common example 

of On-demand routing protocols are Ad hoc on-demand Distance Vector (AODV) and Dynamic Source Routing 

(DSR) protocol. Clustered Based Routing Protocols (CBRP), Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA), 

Associatively Based Routing (ABR) and Signal Stability Routing (SSR). 

 

3. Hybrid protocol:  It is the combination of both the proactive and reactive protocols. In the hybrid protocol the 

network of nodes is divided into various zones. The communication within the same zone is provided by Inter-

Zone protocols which are commonly proactive protocols. The Intra-Zone communication protocols are used to 

provide the communication between the different zones. The most common example of this protocol is zone 

routing protocol (ZRP) and temporally-ordered routing algorithm (TORA). 

 

 

 

3.  AODV ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
 

An AODV is an Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector Routing protocol [6]. It is a reactive protocol used in 

wireless network that provide both unicast and multicast routing. AODV is a loop free routing protocol. AODV 

uses the three types of messages, these are request messages (RREQ), reply messages (RREP) and control 

messages in case of error occur. AODV broadcast hello messages to inform about its availability. AODV has the 

2 modes of operations. These are route discovery and route maintenance mode. 

3.1 Route Discovery Mode 

When a source node wants to find out a path to the destination, it uses the route discovery mode. In this process 

the source node broadcast a request (RREQ) messages to all its adjacent nodes to find out the path to the 

destination node with a request id. This request id is increases by one every time the source node sends an 

RREQ. This request id is also used to find out if it is a repeated RREQ. If so den this RREQ is rejected. After 

receiving this RREQ messages, an adjacent node checks its routing table to find out whether it has the shortest 

path to the destination. Since the adjacent nodes do not have the path to destination then it broadcast the RREQ 

messages to find out the path to the destination .the whole process is repeated until the RREQ messages is send 

to the destination node. When this RREQ messages reaches to the destination, it sends a request response 

(RREP) messages which is the unicast messages. If a node receives multiple RREP, then it selects the RREP 

with the highest sequence number and discards the others. The route discovery process is shown in figure below. 

         

 

Figure 2: Route Discovery Process [6] 

In the above figure 2, first the source node S checks out its route map if it has the route to the destination. 

Initially it has no route to the destination ,then it broadcast a RREQ message to its adjacent  node A and B. since 

these both do not have the path to destination D then they broadcast the RREQ messages and the whole process 

is repeated until the route to destination D is find out. After receiving the RREQ messages, node D sends a 

RREP to the node s through node B. 
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3.2 Route Maintenance Process 

As we known ad-hoc network has the dynamic topology that always changes with time. To maintain the route, 

all nodes must listen the communication channel to find out whether there is link failure.  Continuous reception 

of RREQ and RREP messages in every n second indicates that there is link and no failure occurs. Link failure is 

detected if no RREQ and RREP messages are received after a certain time period. If a failure occur node send 

the hello messages to check failure. In case of link failure the request error (RERR) messages are generated. It 

consist of the following requirement 

1. During data transmission, if it detect link failure for next hop of active route. 

2. Generate error message if it destined to send the packet to the node for which it does not have any route. 

                   

 

Figure 3: Route Maintenance Process [6] 

 

4. ATTACKS ON MANET 

The attacks can be categorized on the basis of the source of the attacks [6, 7] i.e. Internal or External, and on the 

behaviour of the attack i.e. Passive or Active attack. . 

External attack: External attacks are carried out by the attacker that is not the part of the network. Once they 

get access to the network they start sending bogus packets, denial of service in order to disrupt the performance 

of the whole network. These attackers don’t have any authorization to the network.  

 Figure 4.  Shows internal and external attack. These attacks can be prevented by implementing security 

measures such as firewall, where the access of unauthorized person to the network can be mitigated. 

Internal attack: Internal attacks are those attacks that are carried out by the nodes that are the part of the 

network. In internal attack the attacker wants to have normal access to the network as well as participate in the 

normal activities of the network. The attacker gain access in the network as new node either by compromising a 

current node in the network or by malicious impersonation and start its malicious behaviour. Internal attack is 

more strict attacks then external attacks. 

 

Figure 4:  External and Internal Attacks [6,7] in MANETs 
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There is also another type of attacks; these are active and passive attacks.  

1. Passive attacks: In the passive attack, the attacker listen the network to find out how the nodes communicate 

with each other and how they are located. Based on this information, the attacker launches the attack to the 

network. A passive attack does not alter the data transmitted within the network. Passive attacker does not 

interrupt the operation of a routing protocol but are performed to find out the important information from routed 

traffic. 

 

2. Active attack:  In the active attack, an attacker tries to steal the important information and try to destroy data 

during transmission. Active attacks are very severe attacks on the network that prevent message flow between 

the nodes. However active attacks can be internal or external. Active external attacks can be carried out by 

outside sources that do not belong to the network. Internal attacks are from malicious nodes which are part of 

the network, internal attacks are more severe and hard to detect than external attacks.  

 

Figure 5: Passive and Active attacks [6, 7] 

The following is a list of the sophisticated attacks that are much harder to be detected and prevented. 

 

1.  Sybil attack: The attackers generate a large number of untrue entities in order to appear and function as distinct 

nodes. They use the entities to gain control to the network substantially. 

2. Wormhole attack: The attackers create tunnels to connect two distant points in the network using a direct low-

latency communication link called as the wormhole link. The wormhole nodes can start dropping the messages 

and cause network disruption. 

3.  Rushing attack: In this attack, the attacker’s forward quick route request (RREQ) messages quicker than the 

victims. So as if the victims broadcast their RREQ messages, the destinations will reject the RREQ messages by 

assuming that the similar RREQs messages have been previously replied. 

4. Selfish attack: while performing this kind of attack, the attacker drops the RREQ or RREP messages without 

letting them knowing to others having no reasons to drop. 

5. Black-hole attack: In the black-hole attacks, a malicious node sends a RREP messages to the victim node after 

receiving its RREQ messages to find out the route to the destination. The malicious node sends a RREP with 

highest sequence number showing that it has the optimal route to the destination. After receiving the data 

packets from the victim node ,it drop all the data packets 

6. Fabrication attack: With the fabrication attack, the attacker node sends a false RERR to its adjacent nodes to 

make them realize that neighbour node is unreachable. 

7.  Replay attack:  The attacker records other node’s valid control messages, and resends them later. 

8. Flooding or denial of service attack: The attacker use this attack to degrade the performance of the network by 

flooding a large number of RREQ messages in short amount of time. 

  

The other sophisticated attacks are given as: 

1. Worm-hole attacks: a low latency communication link is created by an attacker that acts as an tunnel between 

the two far away points in the network. The worm-hole attacker node starts dropping the messages cause the 

network disturbance. 

2. Rushing attack:  in this attack, the attacker broadcast the RREQ messages at higher Speed as compare to victim 

node. When the destination receives the victim nodes RREQ message, it discards them by assuming them forged 

messages. 

3. Jelly-fish attack: in this attack, the attacker node disturbs the communication channel by increasing the jitter or 

delay. 
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5. BLACK-HOLE ATTACK IN MANETS 

In AODV, to determine the freshness of the route, destination sequence number is used. This sequence number 

is broadcasted with the RREQ messages. When a destination node send a reply back to source node, it compare 

the sequence number  in RREQ messages and the sequence number in its routing table plus one and send the 

largest sequence number with the RREP message to the source . After receiving a number of RREP, a source 

node selects the one with greatest Destination Sequence in order to construct a route.  

To perform a black-hole attack [8] the malicious node must send it RREP message with the highest sequence 

number as compare to destination node. The attacker set this value based on the destination sequence number 

contains in the RREQ messages. 

It is an active type of attack [1] which leads to the falling of messages instead of sending them to the destination. 

It can be started either by internal or external attackers. Black-hole is an attack that is performed by forge RREQ 

and RREP messages. This kind of attack is performed by increasing the sequence number or by decreasing the 

hop count. In the black-hole attack [9], a malicious node sends false route information to the victim node and 

makes it fool by showing that it has the smallest route to the destination node. After receiving the reply 

messages from the malicious node, the victim node send the data packet to this malicious node. The malicious 

node assigns highest sequence number to settle down in routing table of victim node. Therefore the victim node 

assumes that the route discovery process  is completed and throws away the other RREP messages and send the 

data packet to the malicious node. After receiving the data packet, instead of sending those to the destination 

node the malicious node drop it. Thus the packets are not sending to the destination. 

5.1 Different Black-Hole Scenario  

Figure 6. Shows the black-hole attack done by external attacker. In this figure node M is the attacker node. Node 

S is the source node. To perform the black-hole attack node M listen the communication channel of node S. 

when node S broadcast its RREQ message, wicked node M send a bogus RREP to the node S claim that it has a 

applicable and direct path to destination D. since node S don’t have any previous information about the path so 

it accept the RREP from the misbehaviour node M and update its routing table and discard the RREP messages 

send by node A.  

 

Figure 6:  Black-Hole Attack Due To External Attacker [8] 
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Figure 7 show the scenario of black-hole attack due to false RREQ.  In this scenario when node S broadcast its 

RREQ message to find out the path to the destination, the wicked node M which is an internal node not only 

ignore the increment of the value of hop count but also raise the DSN of the message. As node E don’t have any 

information about node S so it consider the RREQ message send by node M as true message. So node E update 

its routing table and send false RREQ message to node D and discard the RREQ from node C. when node E get 

a RREP from node D, it update its routing table and associated the result to the node M. therefore node M take 

control over the communication channel for node S. if node M does not send reply to node K then node S don’t 

found its path to destination D. 

 

Figure 7: Another Case of Black-hole Attack [8] 
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